
Finding Balanced Graph Bi-Partitions Using aHybrid Genetic AlgorithmA.G. Steenbeek� E. Marchiori�;y;z A.E. EibenzAbstract|In this paper we propose a hybrid genetic algo-rithm for the graph balanced bi-partition problem, a chal-lenging NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem aris-ing in many practical applications. The hybrid characterof the GA lies in the application of a heuristic procedureto improve candidate solutions. The basic idea behind ourheuristic is to identify and exploit clusters, i.e., subgraphswith a relatively high edge density. The resulting hybrid ge-netic algorithm turns out to be very e�ective, both in termsof quality of solutions and running time. On a large classof benchmark families of graphs, our hybrid genetic algo-rithm yields results of equal or better quality than thoseobtained by all other heuristic algorithms we are aware of,for comparable running times.I. IntroductionThis paper introduces a hybrid genetic algorithm for�nding approximate solutions of the graph balanced bi-partition problem (BP problem). The algorithm is a com-bination of a genetic algorithm and a local search procedurewhich is used for improving genetically created candidatesolutions.Given an undirected graph, the BP problem consists ofdividing the set of its nodes into two disjoint subsets con-taining equal number of nodes1 in such a way that the num-ber of graph edges connecting nodes belonging to di�erentsubsets (i.e., the cut size of the partition) is minimized.This combinatorial optimization problem arises in var-ious practical applications like network partitioning, lay-out and oor planning [7], VLSI (very large-scale integra-tion) circuit placement [19], etc. Due to its NP-hardness[11], the graph balanced bi-partition problem has beentackled by means of heuristic algorithms, which providesub-optimal solutions of satisfactory quality in polynomialtime. Various heuristic algorithms for the BP problem havebeen proposed (e.g., [13], [14]), also based on local searchtechniques like simulated annealing (e.g., [12]), tabu search(e.g., [8]) and hybrid genetic algorithms (e.g., [4], [16]). Arecent summary of the approaches from the literature canbe found in [9].Most heuristics for the BP problem start from a bi-partition of the graph, and move nodes from one side tothe opposite one according to a suitable criterion for re-ducing the cut size. This works well if the graph has avery regular structure. However, if this is not the case andthere are `dense' and `sparse' subgraphs then one should?CWI, P.O. Box 94079, 1090 GB Amsterdam, The NetherlandsyUniversit�a Ca' Foscari di Venezia, via Torino 155, 30173 Mestre-Venezia, ItalyzUniversity of Leiden, P.O. Box 9512, 2300 RA Leiden, TheNetherlands1The graph is assumed to contain an even number of nodes; if it isnot the case, a dummy node can be added.

try to exploit this structure. Our local search procedureis based on the notion of clusters. Intuitively, a cluster ofa graph G is a subgraph with a density2 which is signif-icantly higher than the density of G. By the presence ofmany edges within a cluster it is likely that in a good bi-partition the whole cluster is on one side. Based on thisidea, we propose a twofold extension of a genetic algorithm,consisting of:� a procedure for �nding clusters (pre-processing) and� a procedure for good emplacement of clusters (localimprovement).The �rst procedure is used for determining the chromo-somes representation, while the second procedure is usedas operator on the chromosomes. We call the resultinghybrid algorithm `cluster emplacement genetic algorithm'(CE-GA).The procedure for �nding clusters is executed beforethe (hybrid) GA is run. This phase can be seen as pre-processing with the purpose of identifying clusters and de-termining the genetic representation, where a chromosomerepresents a bi-partition of the set of clusters. Clusters areidenti�ed experimentally, by means of a traditional nodeswap heuristic (NSH) for the BP problem, which is run for alarge number of times on independent input bi-partitions.If the pre-processing phase indicates the absence of `real'clusters, then the GA will work on nodes, which can be seenas clusters containing only one element. In this case NSHis also used as a local improvement procedure.Otherwise, if the pre-processing phase indicates the pres-ence of `real' clusters, we use a novel `cluster emplacementheuristic' (CEH). A (not necessarily balanced) bi-partitionof the set of clusters is considered as input of CEH andthen a number of iterations is performed. In each iterationwe select a cluster from the side containing most nodes,and move it to the other side. The choice of a clusteris determined by the quality of the resulting bi-partition,both in terms of cut size and balance. A quasi-balancedbi-partition of the graph is obtained by iterating until nofurther improvement can be made.We provide empirical evidence of the e�ectiveness ofCE-GA by performing extensive experiments on two classesof random graphs, which are generally used as benchmarkgraphs for the graph balanced bi-partition problem.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section IIwe present the NSH algorithm, and in the following sectionwe explain the pre-processing phase in more detail. Next,in Section IV we describe the CEH heuristic. In Section V2Recall that the density of a graph with N nodes and jEj edges is2 � jEj=(N � (N � 1)).



2we introduce the CE-GA algorithm, and in Section VI wereport on the results of our experiments and compare theperformance of our algorithm with other ones. Finally, weconclude with a comparative discussion on our approach.II. A node swap heuristic (NSH)In the majority of the heuristic algorithms for the BPproblem, an initial bi-partition of the graph is considered,and nodes are moved from one side to the other accordingto a suitable criterion for reducing the cut size (see e.g.,[8]). A speci�c heuristic is determined by the choice of thenodes to be moved and by the way they are moved (e.g.,simultaneous exchange of nodes, or sequential move fromone to the opposite side).In our approach, we use a simple node swap heuris-tic (NSH) for the BP problem based on the well knownKernighan-Lin algorithm [13].Given an initial balanced bi-partition of the graph, anumber of iterations are performed. Each iteration swapsa pair of nodes, selected from those pairs yielding the mostdecrease in the cut size. The iteration process continuesuntil one can no longer �nd a pair of nodes for which aswap would reduce the cut size.The running time per iteration is O(d), where d is themaximum degree of a node. This is achieved by using adata structure similar to the one used in the Fiduccia-Mattheyses variant [10] of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm.Note that this data structure is created only once, beforestarting the iteration process, and it requires O(jEj) run-ning time, where E is the set of edges of the input graph.The cut size is guaranteed to decrease at every iteration,therefore there is a maximum of jEj iterations; however,in practice the number of iterations is much less. NSH isin itself very powerful, and can be used very e�ectivelyin combination with a genetic algorithm However, if thegraph has a clustered structure then NSH may not performsatisfactorily.III. Cluster identificationRecall, that a cluster of a graph G is a subgraph with adensity which is signi�cantly higher than the density of G.Therefore, it is very likely that in a clustered graph a mini-mal cut size can only be realized if clusters are not dividedby the cut plane. Consequently, it is also likely that NSHkeeps clusters on one side, because moving one node froma cluster to the other side would give a temporary increasein cut size. Besides, if the majority of the nodes of a clus-ter are in one side of the bi-partition, then moving oneof the other cluster-nodes into that side is likely to give areduction on the cut size.We exploit this property in the pre-processing phase forthe purpose of identifying the clusters of a graph. We applyNSH to the graph for a large number of times, each timestarting with a randomly chosen initial bi-partition, andthen we count how often each edge occurs in the cut plane(that is, its nodes occur on opposite sides) of the resultingbi-partitions. If an edge never appears in the cut plane thenit is likely to belong to a cluster. This condition however

is rather strong since the `repair' property of NSH is notperfect. Therefore we decide to use a weaker conditionwhich requires that an edge appears in the cut plane lessthan a small percentage of times, called cluster-threshold .We call such an edge a cluster-edge.Clusters can now be de�ned as the components3 of thegraph obtained by temporarily removing all non-cluster-edges. Note that in this way every node of the graph be-longs to exactly one cluster (which may consist of a sin-gle node), hence clusters are pairwise disjoint. The pre-processing phase applies NSH 100 times. Since NSH is veryfast, in practice the pre-processing phase accounts only fora small part of the total computation time.
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Fig. 1. Cut plane intersection frequencyFigure 1 illustrates the results of the pre-processing phasefor two graphs of di�erent types (de�ned in Section VI):a random graph G1000:20 and a geometric random graphU1000:20. NSH was run 100 times. For every n from 0to 100, a bar is given, whose height corresponds to thenumber of edges that occur in the cut-plane n times outof 100. The results show a strongly clustered structurein U1000:20, while they do not indicate the presence ofclusters for G1000:20.The geometric graph U1000:20 consists of 1000 nodesand 9339 edges. After 100 NSH runs, we found that 30373A component of a graph is an inclusionwise maximal connectedsubgraph.



3edges never crossed the cut plane. If we set the cluster-threshold at 3 percent, we get a total of 4650 cluster edges,resulting in 162 clusters of which 70 consist of only onenode. The largest cluster contains 66 nodes, the size of theeighteen largest clusters adds up to 501 nodes.In the case of the random graphG1000:20, we would haveto set the cluster-threshold to 25 percent to get clustersof an acceptable size, this will however results in `ghostclusters'.In the current implementation, the threshold is automat-ically chosen. The program starts setting the threshold at0 percent, and it increases its value if it does not detectenough clusters of a reasonable size; we do not allow athreshold of more than 10 percent. Note that relaxing thethreshold (by increasing it) will result in the merging ofclusters, thus producing larger clusters. More precisely, ifS(t) is the set of clusters found with cluster-threshold t,then , if p > q, every cluster in S(p) is the union of one ormore clusters in S(q).IV. Cluster Emplacement HeuristicWe have now all the instruments to de�ne our novelheuristic algorithm for the BP problem, called `cluster em-placement heuristic' (CEH). The CEH algorithm can be ap-plied if the cluster identi�cation algorithm indicates thepresence of a clustered structure; the main purpose of CEHis to improve a bi-partition of the set of clusters.A (not necessarily balanced) bi-partition of the set ofclusters is considered as input, then a number of iterationsis performed. Each iteration consists of the following steps:1. Select a cluster (if possible);2. If the cluster selection is not possible then stop;otherwise(a) Move the cluster to the opposite side;(b) Go to 1.The selection of a cluster is clearly the core of the algo-rithm. A �rst requirement on cluster selection is that clus-ters from the smaller side are not allowed to be selected incase the bi-partition is unbalanced.Furthermore, the selection procedure depends on the ef-fect that a cluster move has on the cut size as well as on thedegree of balance of the bi-partition. In order to formalizethis conjunct e�ect, we introduce the notion of the `movevalue' of the cluster.Let P = (A;B) be a bi-partition of the graph G, whereA and B are the sets of nodes of the two sides. Denote bycsz (P ) the cut size of P , and by inb(P ) = abs(jAj � jBj)the inbalance of the bi-partition, where abs(�) denotes theabsolute value operator.Now we de�ne the evaluation functionE(P ) = csz (P ) + � � inb(P ):Here � > 0 is a suitable constant, which a�ects thepenalty given for the inbalance. Note that a lower value ofE(P ) indicates a `superior' partition, therefore if � has ahigh value then bi-partitions which are more balanced arepreferred. A suitable value for � is chosen automaticallybased on the properties of the speci�c input graph. An

alternative would be to slowly increase the value of � ev-ery iteration, however in the sequel we will assume � to beconstant.For a cluster C and a graph bi-partition P , denote byP 0 the bi-partition resulting by moving C to the oppositeside. The move value of C is:mov (C) = E(P )�E(P 0):In this way the move value corresponds to the improve-ment made by moving cluster C to the other side. The se-lection procedure chooses a cluster having the highest movevalue amongst those with (strictly) positive move values.The iteration stops when the move value of all the clus-ters are less than or equal to zero, which means we can notimprove E(P ) by moving a cluster. The last (not neces-sarily balanced) bi-partition is the output of the CEH al-gorithm. It is clear that the algorithm will indeed alwaysterminate, since every move reduces the value of E(P ),and a lower bound for E(P ) is the minimum cut size ofthe graph. An upper limit for the number of iterations ismax(jEj; jEj=�). In practice it is much less.In the current implementation the running time per iter-ation is dominated by the time it takes to select a cluster.We examine every cluster in order to determine its movevalue. Computing the move value is very fast, because forevery cluster we keep two counters. The �rst one holds thenumber of edges connecting a node from this cluster witha node from another cluster which is located on the sameside of the partition. The other counter is similar, but inthis case the other cluster has to be located on the otherside of the partition. These counters have to be updatedafter every move (once per iteration); for e�ciency everycluster contains a list of connected clusters along with thenumber of edges going to that cluster.The CEH algorithm can be used to �nd a bi-partition ofsatisfactory quality, which may however be unbalanced; inthat case in order to restore the balance one has to applya node move algorithm to the resulting bi-partition.A multistart version of the CEH algorithm used in thisway yields results which are comparable to those of otherpowerful heuristic algorithms for the BP problem, if appliedto clustered graphs. An alternative use of this heuristic isits incorporation into a genetic algorithm. We will showin the next section that the use of the CEH algorithm as alocal improvement procedure on chromosomes results in ahybrid genetic algorithm with a very good performance.V. A Hybrid Genetic AlgorithmGenetic algorithms have been shown to be rather e�ec-tive when hybridized with non-genetic operators [17]. Weintroduce a hybrid genetic algorithm called Cluster Em-placement Genetic Algorithm (CE-GA) which applies theCEH algorithm to the chromosomes of the population ineach iteration. Note that if the output of the pre-processingphase does not indicate the presence of clustered structuresthen we assume that the NSH algorithm is used insteadof CEH as local improvement procedure in CE-GA. Observethat by seeing a node as a cluster consisting of that node



4only, the NSH algorithm can be considered to act on clustersas well.We use a generational GA that can be described as fol-lows.BEGINt := 0;initialize P(t);apply Local Improvement to P(t);evaluate P(t);WHILE (NOT termination-condition) DOP(t+1) := { best chromosome of P(t) };FOR 2..poolsize DOselect parent1 from P(t);select parent2 from P(t);child := cross_over( parent1, parent2 );apply Local Improvement to child;apply mutation to child;evaluate child;add child to P(t+1);ENDFORt := t+1;ENDWHILEENDEncoding: Since the heuristic acts on clusters, we con-sider a representation where a chromosome characterizes abi-partition of the set of clusters of the graph. The lengthl of the chromosomes equals the number of clusters of thegraph, hence l is at most equal to the number of nodes.The two sides of a bi-partition are denoted by 0 and 1 anda chromosome is a bit-string where the i-th bit bi corre-sponds to cluster i: bi = 1 (0) i� the cluster i is on the side1 (0). Observe that the graph bi-partition described by achromosome can be unbalanced.Initialization and Population Size: The initial pop-ulation consists of 50 chromosomes which are randomlygenerated. We prefer to start with chromosomes that rep-resent a more or less balanced partition. For this purposewe use the following algorithm, where we assume that theclusters are ordered by size (number of nodes), such thatjC(i)j � jC(i + 1)j, where jC(i)j denotes the number ofnodes in cluster i.BEGINn := number_of_nodes_in_the_graph;n0 := n/2;FOR i IN 1..number_of_clusters DOIF random() < n0/n THENgene(i) := 0;n0 := n0 - |C(i)|;ELSEgene(i) := 1;ENDIFENDFORENDThe function random() is a uniform [0; 1] random num-ber generator. Moreover, n0 denotes the actual numberof nodes which should be put in side 0 in order to havea balanced bi-partition. Note that if all clusters have size

one, then this algorithm guarantees a balanced chromo-some, and moreover every possible balanced bi-partitionwould have equal chance to be represented by this chromo-some.Fitness Function: Each chromosome chrom is evaluatedby means of a �tness function F which is equal to the valueE(P ) (see the previous section) of the corresponding graphbi-partition P : F (chrom) = E(P )The value of E(P ) is directly available as output of theCE-GA heuristic.Selection: We use tournament selection [3] with tourna-ment size 2: two parents are randomly chosen and thebest of the two (i.e., the one with lower �tness) is selected.Moreover, we adopt elitism which copies the best chromo-some of the actual population to the population of the nextgeneration.Crossover and Mutation: Since the application ofthe heuristic to similar chromosomes often yields identi-cal chromosomes, the GA has a very strong tendency toconverge prematurely. Therefore, in order to keep a highdiversity among the elements of the population we usethe following genetic operators. We apply a variation ofthe uniform crossover [20] which produces only one child.Crossover is always applied. Moreover, a mutation oper-ator is used which ips all the bits of the chromosome;it is applied with probability 0:3. Observe that mutationdoes not a�ect the �tness of the chromosome to which it isapplied.Termination Condition: The algorithm will stop if itdoes not make an improvement in the last 100 generations.At this point the best found solution so far, is used as out-put of the GA. This solution may be (slightly) unbalanced,in this case it is processed by a simple node move algorithmthat will restore the balance.VI. Experimental ResultsThe CE-GA algorithm was implemented in C++ and itwas run on a SGI-O2 workstation (with a 180 MHZ R5000processor).We have performed experiments on the following twoclasses of graphs, where a graph family in each class isdetermined by the parameters n and d:- Gn.d: Random graphs with n nodes where we create anedge between any two nodes with probability p, this resultsin an expected node degree d = p(n� 1)- Un.d: Random geometric graphs with n nodes uniformlypositioned in the unit square. An edge between two nodesis created if their Euclidean distance is less or equal thant. this gives an expected node degree d = n�t2.For every class, we consider a number of families ob-tained by choosing di�erent values for the two parametersn and d, and we generate 100 graphs instances of each fam-ily (in total 3300 graphs). In order to compare our results,we consider the same graphs that have been used to test theperformance of two heuristic algorithms: the EnTaS algo-rithm by Dell' Amico and Ma�oli [8] and the Diff-Greedyalgorithm by Battiti and Bertossi [1].



5Graph family n d CE-GA EnTaS Diff-GG 250 2.5 25.0 26.1 26.1G 250 5 114.3 117.6 121.5G 250 10 342.3 345.5 351.8G 250 20 862.7 860.0 869.3G 250 40 1973.8 1975.9 1988.1G 250 80 4337.3 4337.6 4354.3G 500 2.5 49.9 54.9 53.6G 500 5 228.2 237.5 242.8G 500 10 681.6 685 702.9G 500 20 1687.9 1699.4 1729.4G 500 40 3876.8 3882.7 3927.4G 500 80 8475.2 8495.2 8554.8G 1000 2.5 101.3 116.6 110.8G 1000 5 457.7 494.2 489.3G 1000 10 1349.7 1386.5 1408.3G 1000 20 3365.9 3394.6 3445.6G 1000 40 7700.1 7724.9 7822.7G 1000 80 16791.2 16837.2 16978.0U 250 5 1.9 3.1 1.8U 250 10 23.8 26.4 23.9U 250 20 107.0 109.6 103.0U 250 40 359.6 363.4 353.2U 250 80 1081.3 1081.3 1108.5U 500 5 2.2 4.8 2.2U 500 10 31.3 39.7 32.0U 500 20 140.8 143.8 144.3U 500 40 472.9 474.9 502.3U 500 80 1515.7 1516.2 1541.2U 1000 5 4.6 6.9 2.3U 1000 10 14.3 52.8 42.4U 1000 20 189.9 195.0 198.3U 1000 40 692.1 696.7 681.2U 1000 80 2199.5 2202.5 2182.9TABLE IThe EnTaS (Enhanced Tabu Search) algorithm is a verye�ective algorithm based on tabu search.The Diff-Greedy algorithm is based on an heuristicwhich constructs a balanced bi-partition of small cut sizestarting from two empty sets and adding alternatively anode to each of the sets according with a suitable criterionfor selecting that node. The heuristic is applied 1000 timesand the best result found is considered as output of thealgorithm.Table I reports the results of our experiments withCE-GA together with the results obtained by EnTaS and byDiff-Greedy on the aforementioned random and geomet-ric graphs. The �rst column speci�es the considered graphfamily. In each family 100 graphs were generated and eachalgorithm was run on these 100 graphs once. Columns 2through 4 contain the average cut size of the solution (forthe GA, the best chromosome) at termination on the givengraph family of the corresponding algorithms.The performance of CE-GA on these graphs is verygood (see second column). It outperforms EnTaS andDiff-Greedy on almost every family of random graphs(Gn:d). On the geometric graphs families (Un:d) CE-GA al-ways outperforms EnTaS and it outperforms Diff-Greedyon more than half the cases. CE-GA continued until no im-provements were found in the last 100 generations. Thisresulted in cpu-times ranging from 2 seconds for the smallgraphs up to 300 seconds for the largest (G1000:80) graphs.The results of the other two programs were taken from [8].EnTaS always stopped after only 5 seconds cpu-time on aPentium PC at 100 Mhz. Diff-Greedy would require cpu-

Graph CE-GA BFS-GBA Diff-GAvg CPU Avg CPU Res CPUG500.2.5 54.1 24.9 54.0 6.0 57 0.5G500.05 221.8 23.7 222.1 8.1 231 1.0G500.10 631.1 27.5 631.5 11.7 650 1.9G500.20 1750.3 33.4 1752.5 21.6 1784 4.1G1000.2.5 104.5 79.2 103.6 16.8 118 1.0G1000.5 458.5 79.9 458.6 23.7 487 2.0G1000.10 1374.6 79.5 1376.4 37.1 1435 4.1G1000.20 3396.8 85.8 3401.7 62.3 3492 8.1U500.5 2.2 13.4 3.7 7.5 2 1.0U500.10 26.0 10.5 32.7 9.6 27 1.9U500.20 178 26.3 179.6 11.5 179 3.6U500.40 412.0 9.2 412.2 9.9 412 7.0U1000.5 3.2 43.3 1.8 17.6 1 1.9U1000.10 39 20.1 55.8 30.9 39 3.7U1000.20 225.9 37.1 231.6 33.0 239 7.5U1000.40 738.2 38.1 738.1 37.0 740 14.4TABLE IItimes in the range 2 to 20 seconds on a machine with aperformance comparable to the one we used. These di�er-ences in processing time makes it more di�cult to comparethe results, however allowing the other two programs thesame amount of time, is known to give very little improve-ment in the quality of their solutions.Next, we consider 16 speci�c graph instances from [12]of the two classes above introduced, which have beenused in the past to test other heuristic algorithms (e.g.,[2], [4], [12]). Here we report the results obtained usingDiff-Greedy, and the results of a hybrid genetic algo-rithm (BFS-GBA) by Bui and Moon [4]. BFS-GBA uses asimilar scheme, with a pre-processing phase for reorderingthe nodes of the graph, and a variation of the Kernighan-Lin heuristic as local improvement procedure. The authorsemploy a steady-state model ([21], [20]) on a population of50 elements.The table shows for every graph the average of the cutsizes of (the bi-partitions represented by) the best chro-mosomes on 1000 runs of BFS-GBA, and on 100 runs ofCE-GA, as well as the result of Diff-Greedy. The re-ported cpu-time is the average time per run, except forDi�-Greedy where it is the (estimated) total time. Notethat the CPU times reported in the table are not fullycomparable since BFS-GBA was run on a Sun SPARC IPXand the Diff-Greedy timings were found using the formulacptime = 1000 � 0:0008 � jEj contained in [1].Table II indicates that the performance of CE-GA is verygood. On the Gn:d graphs, the results of CE-GA improvethose of Diff-Greedy and are of the same quality as thoseof BFS-GBA. On the Un:d graphs, the results of CE-GA arein most cases better than those of the other algorithms. Ingeneral, BFS-GBA is faster than CE-GA for graphs with lowerdensity, and Diff-Greedy is always the fastest. However,one should realize that the results of Diff-Greedy hardlyimprove if one considers 10000 repetitions of the heuristicinstead of 1000.Note that the e�ect of the cluster identi�cation phasedepends on the class of graphs: for the majority of therandom graphs Gn.d there are no useful clusters found,hence the genetic algorithm uses the NSH heuristic for the



6local improvement of the chromosomes. Nevertheless, forgeometric random graphs Un.d the clustering phase turnsout to be very e�ective. This is relevant because, as pointedout in [4], Un.d graphs are believed to be most similar toactual VLSI circuit and computer network graphs in thesense that they tend to have local `clusters'.VII. ConclusionThis paper introduced a hybrid genetic algorithm for thebalanced bi-partition problem. In particular, we have in-vestigated how the clustered structure of a graph can beexploited in a local improvement procedure. We have con-ducted extensive experiments on various families of graphs,and compared our method with other powerful heuristic al-gorithms, EnTaS based on local search, Diff-Greedy basedon an e�ective construction procedure, and BFS-GBA basedon genetic algorithms.The performance of CE-GA is very good: the results arecomparable or better than the best known results obtainedusing heuristic algorithms. This provides empirical evi-dence of the power of hybrid genetic algorithms for �ndingnear optimal solutions of hard combinatorial optimizationproblems.We would like to conclude with a discussion on relatedwork. Many GA's for graph partitioning have been intro-duced ([4], [5], [6], [15], [18]). However, it is di�cult tojudge the performance of these works with respect to morepopular heuristics, because very few experimental data areprovided. Instead, we have used a large set of benchmarkgraphs, that allows one to compare our algorithm with themost recent and powerful heuristic algorithms for the BPproblem.The hybrid genetic algorithm BFS-GBA by Bui and Moon[4] we have considered in the experimental comparisonspresents various similarities with CE-GA. This algorithmalso uses a pre-processing phase, and a local improve-ment procedure. However, it acts on nodes, it uses abreadth �rst search on the input graph starting at a ran-dom node, and orders the nodes according to the ordergiven by the adjacency matrix of the graph. Moreover,in the local improvement procedure, BFS-GBA swaps twosets of nodes from opposite sides, by means of a simplevariation of the Kernighan-Lin heuristic. Instead, CE-GAuses the pre-processing for identifying clusters, and uses thenovel heuristic CEH for swapping clusters in case the inputgraph presents a clustered structure. Concerning the GAfeatures, BFS-GBA and CE-GA are based on di�erent mod-els (steady state and generational, respectively). However,they both try to maintain diversity in the population byintroducing some disruption into the chromosomes. Thisis justi�ed by the fact that both algorithms use a local im-provement procedure and act on a small population (50elements), thus diversity is needed in order to prevent pre-mature convergence.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Roberto Battiti for pointing us touseful references, Mauro Dell' Amico for sending us the ran-
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